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INTRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA

China is a developing country,its power shortage and

large population have been an important restrictive

factor for the development of economy.In 1988,thirty

percent of the total industrial production capacity

counld not work properly and the GNP was reduced by

sixth because of the power shortage.From this we can

see the extreme situation in power supply.

Now the main power source in China is coal generating

which consists of seventy-five percent of the gross

power supply and results in the problems in transpor-

tation because ninety percent of the coal is from

middle west of China,so fourty percent of the railway

transportation capacity have to be put into the coal

transfer,but it is still much more inadequate for the

rapid development of economy in east and south of China.

Beside this,such kind of power source also results in

problems in environment,carbon monoxide is exhausted

into air everyday and has called the attention in the
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world.

The other power source such as hydraulic electrogenerating

and petrolieum are limited.Hydroelectric resources are

concentrated in southwest area and the average storage

of petrolieym by person is much lower the international

level.

Nuclear power supply is air polutionless,economic and

has been adopted by many countries.That is the solution

of power shortage in China.

The advantages of nuclear power development in China are

as followings:

1 Vast resource of Urannium mine in China

21 The integrated nuclear industrial system from Urannium

mining and processing,isotope-seperation,element manu-

facturing to nuclear reactor and post-management system

of fuel.

3 High level scientists and engineers in nuclear science

with the ability of research,design,manufacturing of

the nuclear power station.

Based on these, we already have the needs and possibility

for the development of nuclear power.Since 1970"s~our

government has made the programme for the development of

nuclear power and expected 600—700 Mega Watts nuclear

power by the year 2000.
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Qing Shan nuclear power station is the first one which

was founded in March 20,1985 and passed the UN's safety

check in April 1989 and put into use in Dec.15 1991.Da

Yawan nuclear power ststion is another one which is

located in Canton.That is the first step in such area in

China.

THE UNDERSTANDING OF NUCLEAR POWER IN CHINESE PEOPLE

Sponsored by China Association For Science and Technology,

A national sampling survey was conducted in the summer

of 1990,regarding the public opinion to nuclear power

development in China

The national sampling survey has used the data of the

latest Chinese population census as sampled-fram.From

2768 counties belonging to 29 provinces,we selected 100

counties as our basic sampling units.The sampling rule

is as followings;

Arrange and divide counties according to the people"s

average educational year.Then the probability that a

county may become a sampling units is directly proportional

to the population scale of the county.Only the adult over

18 years old is investigated.We have sent out 4800 question-

aires and interviewed 4320 people.Until now,we have

received 4219 questionaires.The over-all recovery is

eighty-eight percent.The questionairea have not been
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received completely until now.

When asked " How do you think of the policy locating

nuclear power plans? " The answers from the investigated

people are : fourty-eight percenf'benef iti.greater than

risk",ten percenf'benefit equal to risk" and four percent

"risk greater than benefit", the rest are "do not know".

When asked " If a nuclear power plant is located near

your house, how do you think?" thirty-eight percent of

the investigated people are in support of,twelve percent

not in support of and fifty percent did not express

their clear opinions.On this issuse,Chinese public express

active and objective attitudes in general.

EDUCATION OF NUCLEAR POWER IN CHINESE PEOPLE

It is very important to educate and publish with the

development of nuclear power industry.The mediums for this

purpose arefollowings:

1 TV, Broadcast and Newspapers

2 Regular education from elementary school to college

3 Public scientific booklets,digest and magazines

4 Exhibition,museum and ect.

<< Nuclear Science and Engineering >> is published by

Chinese Nuclear Association.<<China Nuclear Industry>>

is published every ten days.

Through exhibition,workshop.videotape and visiting the
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safety facilitates of nuclear power stations,the education

is emphasized in the residents who inhabit near the nuclear

power stations.

The Chinese Nuclear Association has published some booklets

such as: Basic Nuclear Power Knowlege,The Current Situation

Of Application And Development Of Nuclear Power In Other

Countries/The Comparison of Nuclear Power and Coal Generating

Power,The Damage Of Three Mile Island Accident in United

States,The Cause of Chernobyl Accident and preventive

Technology.

Through such efforts,Chinese people already have the basic

knowlege and support the nuclear power in general.But there

are about fifty percent of people who do not know the

nuclear power stations in China and thirty-six percent who

do not know the benefit of nuclear powerbecause of the vast

and different education level in some undeveloped rural

areas where the education can not reach.

We hope we can have more communications with Europe and

get support from Europe That is the purpose for us to

attend this meeting

Thank you very much


